Prediction of central bursting during axisymmetric cold extrusion of a metal alloy containing particles
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Abstract

A simple cell model based damage dependent yield surface is used to model the effect of void nucleation and growth in an aluminum alloy during an axisymmetric cold extrusion process. Material parameters for characterization of the yield surface are determined through a physically consistent micromechanical cell modeling technique. The model can account for the behavior of a void containing a particle under severe compressive processing conditions. The formation of distinct, equally spaced, arrowhead shaped ‘central burst’ defects is observed during simulation of the extrusion process. Application of the model to a two-stage rolling process is also briefly illustrated. Formation of central bursts during extrusion and edge cracking during rolling is explained in terms of the hydrostatic stress distribution and the related void growth. The affects of material hardening, surface friction and die geometry are examined in the case of extrusion. Correlation is found between the simulations and analytical and experimental results, confirming the suitability of the constitutive model.
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1. Introduction

The cold extrusion process involves forcing a billet of material through a die at room or slightly elevated temperatures, producing a continuous product of constant cross-section. Numerous metals are suitable for cold extrusion, including lead, tin, aluminum alloys, copper, titanium, molybdenum, vanadium, and steel. A wide variety of parts can be produced, including collapsible tubes, aluminium cans, cylinders and gear
blanks. Cold extruded parts do not suffer from oxidation and often have improved mechanical properties due to severe cold working, as long as the billet temperature remains below the re-crystallization temperature.

However, defects may occur in the form of surface cracking and ‘internal chevron cracking’ or ‘central bursting’. A substantial body of work exists in the area of central bursting and various approaches have
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been taken to develop failure criteria and die geometry design curves. It is generally accepted that four main parameters are responsible for the onset of central bursting: reduction in cross-sectional area, die semi-cone angle, friction between the die and the billet and material hardening behavior.

Before efficient computational methods were at the disposal of researchers, Avitzur (1968) developed an analytical method for predicting the occurrence of central bursting in non-strain hardening materials during extrusion. This approach involves calculating the force required to extrude a cracked and an uncracked sample of material. If the driving force for the cracked sample is less than for the uncracked sample, central bursting will occur. This approach was extended by Zimerman and Avitzur (1970) to account for strain hardening; however it does not address the underlying micromechanics of the central bursting failure phenomena.

Attempts have also been made to use a Cockroft and Latham (1968) type energy criterion, notably by Ko and Kim (2000) and Liu and Chung (1990). As with most energy criteria no direct coupling between the damage criteria and the subsequent deformation is included in the model i.e. there is no damage effect on deformation. Other criteria involving the mean hydrostatic stress are used by Choi et al. (1997) and Siram and Van Tyne (2002), however again there is no link between damage and deformation.

As far back as 1952, Tanaka found that certain die geometries caused inhomogeneous deformation across the billet during extrusion. This gave rise to a tensile region on the billet center line which led to local failure, in certain cases. Tanaka (1952) proposed that fracture in this tensile region is caused by *interfacial decohesion of constituent particles leading to voids and ductile fracture*. This is consistent with experimental findings which date from 1930 when Remmers (1930) showed high porosity levels along the center line of damaged extrudates.

Aravas (1986) concluded that the mechanism which causes central bursting is similar to that which is responsible for rupture during uniaxial tension and ductile failure ahead of a crack. A Gurson (1977) type model was used to model the nucleation, growth and coalescence of voids during deformation within the die. All of the particles were assumed to nucleate at the initial yield strain due to interfacial debonding between the second phase particles and the matrix material. These voids could then grow, if in a region of tensile hydrostatic stress. The voids had no effect in compression and were effectively ignored. The work done by Aravas (1986) was a first attempt at modeling the onset of central bursting in a physically consistent manner, using a void damage model. More recently, Lim and Dunne (1996) have examined the central bursting phenomena during extrusion of reinforced metal matrix composite materials. They used a system of damage constitutive equations which incorporated void nucleation and growth. Central bursting is assumed to occur at a critical value of void volume fraction. This critical value is not suitable for use as a surface damage criterion within the same model.

The ultimate objective is to be able to design materials which are less susceptible to defects such as central bursting. This can be achieved by developing a material model which accurately replicates the micro-structural behavior during large deformation processing. The goal of the present research is to develop a simple continuum level material model which can predict central bursting and give an insight into the causes of surface damage during axisymmetric extrusion of a typical particle containing metal alloy.

The most popular void damage model currently used is the well known Gurson, Tvergaard, Needleman (GTN) model (Tvergaard and Needleman, 1984) which requires three arbitrary parameters. These constants are added to improve the performance of the GTN model, without rigorous physical reasons for doing so. In this paper we use the Hao et al. (2000) (HLC) damage model. The HLC model can simulate the effect of void nucleation, growth and coalescence on the yield surface of a material. The model is extended here to more accurately account for the behavior of voids in compression, which is the prevalent stress state during an extrusion process. The HLC model used in this paper requires only one parameter, which is derived in a physically consistent manner, via a micromechanical cell modeling technique.

The HLC damage model is briefly explained and the internal variables are described in Section 2. The use of the model is illustrated with a simple tension test simulation in Section 3 and some compressive
considerations are highlighted. This is followed by a discussion of the material behavior during extrusion in Section 4. Further results are given in Sections 5 and 7. Conclusions are then made.

2. Material model development

The HLC (Hao et al., 2000) model uses a damage dependent yield surface based on a micromechanical cell modeling technique. It is similar in form to the Gurson (1977) potential and reduces to that potential in certain cases. Only one physically based material parameter, $m_{20}$, is required to describe the material behavior with the HLC potential. $m_{20}$ is a strain based ratio which represents the instability failure of the micromechanical system. This parameter is a function of the stress triaxiality and the void volume fraction. A form for this parameter is derived using only the known elasto-plastic behavior of the matrix material through the cell modeling process described in Sections 2.1–2.3. The full development is in the paper by Hao et al. (2000).

2.1. Cell modeling

The cell modeling technique is useful because statistical averaging of the cell’s constitutive behavior over a large number of ‘unit cells’ can effectively represent the macroscale behavior. It is possible to define an average stress and strain for a unit cell, such as that shown in Fig. 1a, by averaging the ‘micro’ stress and strain over the cell volume and applying the divergence theorem. Expressions for the resulting average strain and stress associated with a unit cell are given as

\[
\varepsilon_{ij} = \frac{1}{V_{cell}} \int_V \varepsilon_{ij}^{micro} \, dV = \frac{1}{2V_{cell}} \int_S (u^i n_i + u^j n_j) \, dS
\]

\[
\sigma_{ij} = \frac{1}{V_{cell}} \int_V \sigma_{ij}^{micro} \, dV = \frac{1}{2V_{cell}} \int_S \sigma_{ik}^{micro} n_k x_j \, dS
\]

We consider the maximum principal components of strain in a cell like that shown in Fig. 1b. We decompose the total strain rate, $\dot{\varepsilon}_{1}^{total}$, into the strain rate caused by void damage, $\dot{\varepsilon}_{1}^{void}$, and deformation of the matrix material without damage, $\dot{\varepsilon}_{1}^{matrix}$, as

\[
\dot{\varepsilon}_{1}^{total} = \dot{\varepsilon}_{1}^{void} + \dot{\varepsilon}_{1}^{matrix}
\]

2.2. Instability failure criteria

During deformation of a unit cell, an instability point will be reached at which the deformation becomes unstable and the rate of softening becomes greater than the rate of hardening. From experiments it can be

Fig. 1. (a) A typical cell model with a central void. (b) The additive behavior of strain rate due to voiding and strain rate in the matrix.
seen that during stable deformation, before the instability point, the ratio of $\dot{\varepsilon}_i^{\text{void}}$ to $\dot{\varepsilon}_i^{\text{matrix}}$ is approximately constant. However after the instability point the ratio increases rapidly indicating that the total strain rate is now mainly controlled by the strain rate due to void damage, $\dot{\varepsilon}_i^{\text{void}}$. Hao et al. (2000) recognized that the ratio of $\dot{\varepsilon}_i^{\text{void}}$ to $\dot{\varepsilon}_i^{\text{matrix}}$ at the instability point could be used as a failure criterion. The ratio at the instability point is named $m_{20}$, and with reference to Fig. 2a and b it can be written as (Hao et al., 2000):

$$m_{20} = \frac{\dot{\varepsilon}_i^{\text{void}}}{\dot{\varepsilon}_i^{\text{matrix}}} \approx \frac{\Delta \varepsilon_i^{\text{void}}}{\Delta \varepsilon_i^{\text{matrix}} \text{ when } \frac{d\sigma_i}{d\varepsilon_i^{\text{matrix}}} = 0 \quad (2.4)}$$

After some simple algebra and making use of work done by Rice and Tracy (1969), we can derive the relationship between the void volume fraction and the stress triaxiality at the instability point (Hao et al., 2000). See Appendix A for derivation of Eq. (2.5).

$$1 = \left(1 + \frac{1}{m_{20}}\right) f m_t \exp \left(\frac{3\sigma_m}{2\sigma_y}\right) \quad (2.5)$$

A plastic potential incorporating the effect of void damage takes the form (Rousselier, 1981)

$$\phi = \phi_{\text{matrix}} \left(\frac{\sigma_{eq}}{\sigma_y}, \frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_y}\right) + \phi_{\text{damage}} \left(\frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_y}\right) \quad (2.6)$$

We can use Eq. (2.5) as the damage part of this plastic potential—it is equal to unity when plastic instability failure occurs due to voiding, and equal to zero when there are no voids (when $f = 0$). During yielding the material will be subject to high values of pressure in some areas and hydrostatic tension in others. The hydrostatic stress state will play an important role in influencing the material’s yield behavior. To account for this pressure dependency it is common to use a Drucker–Prager (DP) type yield criterion for porous materials to represent the matrix behavior (Belytschko et al., 2000). In Eq. (2.6) we have $\phi_{\text{matrix}} = \phi_{\text{DP}}$ where

$$\phi_{\text{DP}} = \left(\frac{\sigma_{eq}}{\sigma_y}\right)^2 + \alpha \frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_y} - 1 \quad (2.7)$$

The resulting form for the potential, using the instability criteria of Hao et al. (2000) and a Drucker–Prager potential for the matrix material, is given as

$$\phi_{\text{DP-HLC}} = \left(\frac{\sigma_{eq}}{\sigma_y}\right)^2 + \alpha \frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_y} + \left(1 + \frac{1}{m_{20}}\right) f m_t \exp \left(\frac{3\sigma_m}{2\sigma_y}\right) - 1 \quad (2.8)$$

The pressure parameter, $\alpha$, is independent of void volume fraction, $f$, and stress triaxiality, $\frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_{eq}}$. A small value is generally used for metals (Hao et al., 2004). Here a value of 0.05 is used.

Fig. 2. (a) The instability deformation behavior of a unit cell. (b) The evaluation procedure for $m_{20}$. 
2.3. Computation of material parameters by cell modeling

An expression for \( m_{20} \) is required to complete the potential. \( m_{20} \) depends on the void volume fraction, the average orientation and geometry of voids, stress state and matrix properties. These inputs can all be controlled in a cell model, making it an appropriate method for computing \( m_{20} \). The instability behavior and hence the \( m_{20} \) parameter will depend on the stress triaxiality and the void volume fraction. From analysis of cell modeling results, \( m_{20} \) will take the form:

\[
m_{20} \left( f, \frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_y} \right) = a(f) \exp \left( b(f) \left( \frac{3\sigma_m}{2\sigma_{eq}} \right) \right)
\]

(2.9)

Only the parameters 'a' and 'b' are required to complete the plastic potential. A prescribed displacement boundary condition is applied to a cell with a certain void volume fraction and the same cell with a zero void volume fraction. By using the averaging technique described by Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) it is possible to create a plot of the average maximum principal stress, \( \sigma_1 \), versus the matrix strain, \( \varepsilon_{\text{matrix}} \). The matrix strain corresponding to the maximum principal stress (the instability point) is then found.

Here it is called \((\varepsilon_{\text{matrix}})_\text{instab}\) as shown on Fig. 2a. A plot of the average strain in the matrix material, \( \varepsilon_{\text{matrix}} \), versus the average strain due to void damage, \( \varepsilon_{\text{void}} \), can also be produced; see Fig. 2b. Recalling Eq. (2.4) \( (m_{20} = \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{instab}}}{\varepsilon_{\text{matrix}}} \approx \Delta \varepsilon_{\text{void}}) \) and with reference to Fig. 2b, the slope of the \( \varepsilon_{\text{matrix}} \) versus \( \varepsilon_{\text{void}} \) curve at the instability value of matrix strain, \((\varepsilon_{\text{matrix}})_\text{instab}\), is the resulting \( m_{20} \) value. This value is unique to the void volume fraction and stress triaxiality combination used in that cell model. By varying the boundary conditions (Fig. 3a) and hence the triaxiality, whilst maintaining the same void volume fraction, we can plot the relationship between \( m_{20} \) and the triaxiality in Fig. 3b. From Fig. 3b it is obvious where the assumed exponential form for Eq. (2.9) originated. The procedure can be repeated for different void volume fractions. This produces the different curves shown in Fig. 3b. From these curves it is found that a linear relationship exists between 'a' and the void volume fraction, \( f \). The parameter 'b' is found to be a constant. In the paper by Hao et al. (2000), the values of 'a' and 'b' are calculated. These values are used in the current paper. They are:

\[
a = 1.109 - 2.323f \\
b = 0.352
\]

(2.10)

2.4. Matrix flow stress

When examining a material with voids, it is important to distinguish between properties which are related to the matrix and to the macroscopic scale. Matrix properties are those which apply to the matrix

Fig. 3. (a) Different possible boundary conditions for the unit cell. (b) The variation of \( m_{20} \) for different void volume fractions.
material only, whereas macroscopic properties apply to the overall material including voids as shown in Fig. 4.

The matrix flow stress of an aluminum alloy can be simulated using a Ludwik type flow law with temperature softening:

$$\sigma_y = \sigma_{y0} \left(1 + \frac{\beta}{\varepsilon_y} \right)^n \left(1 - \beta(T - T_0)\right)$$  \(2.11\)

Provided the strain hardening exponent is appropriately selected, the experimental stress–strain behavior can be well represented by this yield function. A temperature softening effect is incorporated. However it becomes important only at large plastic strains.

2.5. Evolution of internal state variables

The relationship between the matrix effective plastic strain and macroscopic stress and plastic strain can be specified by the equivalence of plastic work (Belytschko et al., 2000)

$$\begin{align*}
\sigma : \frac{\Delta \varepsilon^p}{\text{work (macroscopic)}} &= (1 - f) \sigma_y \frac{\Delta \varepsilon^p}{\text{work (matrix)}} \\
\text{Decomposing these tensors into their equivalent and hydrostatic/volumetric parts, we get an expression for the increment in matrix effective plastic strain:}
\end{align*}$$

$$\Delta \varepsilon^p = \frac{\sigma_m \Delta \varepsilon^p_m + \sigma_{eq} \Delta \varepsilon^p_{eq}}{(1 - f) \sigma_y}$$  \(2.13\)

We assume that temperature and plastic deformation are related by an adiabatic law, i.e. plastic dissipation is transformed to temperature increase:

$$\dot{T} = \frac{\chi \sigma_y \varepsilon^p}{\rho C_p}$$  \(2.14\)

where \(\dot{T}\) is the rate of temperature increase, \(\rho\) is the material density, \(C_p\) is the specific heat capacity and \(\chi\) is the temperature–plastic strain rate coefficient. Transforming this to the incremental form and substituting for the increment in matrix equivalent plastic strain from Eq. (2.13), we get:

$$\Delta T = \frac{\chi \sigma_y}{\rho C_p} \frac{\sigma_m \Delta \varepsilon^p_m + \sigma_{eq} \Delta \varepsilon^p_{eq}}{(1 - f) \sigma_y}$$  \(2.15\)

Evolution of void volume fraction is driven by the growth of existing voids and nucleation of new voids, thus:

$$\Delta f = \Delta f_{\text{growth}} + \Delta f_{\text{nucleation}}$$  \(2.16\)

Void growth can be expressed by volumetric expansion in the matrix:

$$\Delta f_{\text{growth}} = (1 - f) \Delta \varepsilon^p : I = (1 - f) \Delta \varepsilon^p_m$$  \(2.17\)
We can consider plastic strain controlled nucleation such that void nucleation can be written as

$$\Delta f_{\text{nucleation}} = B \Delta \varepsilon^p$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.18)

$B$ is chosen such that the nucleation strain follows a normal distribution (Chu and Needleman, 1980)

$$B = \frac{f_n}{s_n \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left[-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\varepsilon^p - \varepsilon_n}{s_n} \right)^2 \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.19)

The total increment in void volume fraction can be given as

$$\Delta f = (1 - f) \Delta \varepsilon_m^p + B \Delta \varepsilon^p$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.20)

The model can be summarized as

$$\phi_{\text{DP-HLC}} = \left( \frac{\sigma_{eq}}{\sigma_y} \right)^2 + \alpha \frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_y} + \left( 1 + \frac{1}{m_{20}} \right) m_1 \exp \left( \frac{3\sigma_m}{2\sigma_y} \right) - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.21)

where

$$m_1 = 3k, \quad k = 0.283, \quad \alpha = 0.05$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.22)

and

$$m_{20} = \left( 1.109 - 2.323f \right) \exp \left( 0.352 \left( \frac{3\sigma_m}{2\sigma_{eq}} \right) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.23)

3. Tensile behavior and compressive considerations

3.1. Tensile failure

In tension, the model given by Eqs. (2.11)–(2.23) is capable of simulating the deformation behavior of a metal alloy up to and including the point of failure by simulating the effects of void nucleation, growth and coalescence. However, some manipulation of the model is required for it to be effectively used in an extrusion problem, due to the presence of regions of high compressive stress. The final model is summarized in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 shows a simulated stress–strain curve for an alloy, using the model described in this paper. The model can closely replicate the experimentally observed material behavior. As the strain reaches the average strain for void nucleation, $\varepsilon_n$, high levels of void nucleation occur. These voids are free to expand in the tensile stress state, leading to a rapid increase in void volume fraction. The void volume fraction has a large effect on the yield surface, and causes the steep failure region in Fig. 5. This is not possible to obtain using a Gurson model.

3.2. Compressive considerations

We now consider the influence of void behavior in compression on the yield surface.

3.2.1. Nucleation

Due to the complex microstructure of engineering metals, certain simplifying assumptions have been made in deriving this material model. The particles are assumed to be spherical, uniformly distributed
and weakly bonded to the matrix. These assumptions allow us to ignore the complex stress state which would exist around a large particle as it debonds with the matrix. Instead, we can assume that all of the particles will undergo complete interfacial decohesion with the matrix immediately when the initial yield criterion is met in the surrounding matrix material, Fig. 6a. In the current model the initial yield criterion is the Drucker–Prager criterion, Eq. (2.7). With reference to Eq. (2.19), this is equivalent to having a strain controlled nucleation process, with the average nucleation strain ($\varepsilon_n$) and standard deviation of void nucleation ($s_n$) of zero. This is consistent with the work of Green and Knot (1976) who found that voids nucleate at inclusions at strains very close to the yield strain.

3.2.2. Void contraction in compression

Once interfacial decohesion occurs the particle effectively behaves as a void. We assume that in compression, any nucleated or partially grown voids will immediately collapse against the particle they nucleated at. The damage part of the potential is zero and the material will behave as if fully dense, with an effective void volume fraction of zero.

However, Fig. 7a and b reveal that the damage part of both the GTN and HLC potentials will have an influence on the yield surface even when the stress state is compressive. In particular, the symmetric GTN model, Fig. 7a, predicts a substantial void damage effect on the yield surface during compression. In the model used here, for compression, the potential reduces to a Drucker–Prager type law (Eq. (2.7)).

If the stress state becomes tensile, as is the case when central bursting occurs, the voids immediately reopen to their pre-compression size. Lim and Dunne (1996) followed a similar approach, assuming a constant void volume fraction in compression. This ensures that void damage in a material cannot be undone by compressive stresses. The voids are again able to grow and coalesce, Fig. 6c. The effect of the voids on the yield surface becomes important and the full potential ($\phi_{DP-HLC}$) is used, Eqs. (2.11)–(2.13).

In essence, the presence of voids is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for softening—the stress state must also be tensile.

This is summarized in Fig. 6 as follows:
(a) Voids nucleate at the particle–matrix interface upon yielding. The particle behaves as a void.

(b) The nucleated voids have no effect if the stress state is initially compressive. The material behaves as if fully dense, with no voids. When \( r_m \leq 0 \), \( \phi = \phi_{DP} \).

(c) In tension the voids grow and softening occurs. When \( \sigma_m > 0 \), \( \phi = \phi_{DP-HLC} \).

(d) In compression, the void cannot completely close due to the particle and it ‘flattens out’. The material behaves as if fully dense. When \( \sigma_m \leq 0 \), \( \phi = \phi_{DP} \).

(e) If the stress state returns to tension, the void returns to its pre-compression size (shown in ‘c’ i.e. before it ‘flattened out’). When \( \sigma_m > 0 \), \( \phi = \phi_{DP-HLC} \).

4. Implementation and billet behavior

4.1. Implementation in ABAQUS explicit

A Backward Euler scheme is used in the stress update algorithm to integrate the constitutive equation. This is used with the ABAQUS Explicit Solver through a VUMAT user material subroutine. The CAX4RT type element is used—a four-node bilinear axisymmetric quadrilateral element with reduced integration and hourglass control. Only half of the billet needs to be modeled for an axisymmetric problem. A symmetrical
boundary condition is applied to the center line of the billet. A displacement boundary condition is pre-
scribed on the top face of the billet, at a constant rate. The sharp edges of the die are replaced by smooth
curves of small radius, to avoid stress singularities in these areas. A sliding friction boundary condition is
employed at the interface between the billet and the die. The process occurs at room temperature. Heat gen-
eration is assumed to occur due to plastic deformation, and heat generation due to friction on the surface is
included through a coulomb friction law. The reduction in cross-sectional area is given by
\[ R_a = 1 - \frac{r_f^2}{r_0^2} \] (4.1)
where \( r_0 \) and \( r_f \) are the initial and final billet radii respectively. The die semi-cone angle is shown in Fig. 8.

4.2. Effective damage value

A typical plot of equivalent stress versus effective plastic strain (Fig. 5) shows the occurrence of severe
damage and final failure of a material point as a massive drop in equivalent stress. At this point the ‘Von Mises’
part of the plastic potential will be almost equal to \(-1\) as the equivalent stress approaches zero.
\[ \left( \frac{\sigma_{eq}}{\sigma_y} \right)^2 - 1 \Rightarrow -1 \text{ as } \sigma_{eq} \Rightarrow 0 \text{ indicating total failure} \]

The remaining part of the potential, which consists of the Drucker–Prager term and the HLC damage
term, will therefore become equal to 1 in order to maintain the consistency condition i.e. \( \Phi_{DP-HLC} = 0 \).
\[ \alpha \frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_y} + \left( 1 + \frac{m_{20}}{m_{10}} \right) f \exp \left( \frac{3\sigma_m}{2\sigma_y} \right) \Rightarrow 1 \text{ as } \sigma_{eq} \Rightarrow 0 \text{ resulting in total failure} \]

We make use of this fact to illustrate the extent of damage in the billet as a contour of the above quan-
tity, which we call the effective damage value or EDV. This ranges from 0, indicating no damage, to 1, indic-
ating total failure of the material.

It is known that small reductions in area and large die semi-cone angles are primarily responsible for the
occurrence of central bursting during cold extrusion. For this reason we begin with an angle of 48° and a
reduction in area of 10% to gauge the quality of the results which can be achieved using the described
model. The material properties are consistent with an aluminum alloy (6000 series) at room temperature
i.e. a Young’s modulus of 70 GPa and an initial yield strain of 290 MPa. The ability of the model to capture
the central bursting phenomena is illustrated in Fig. 9, using a mesh of 320 (radial) × 720 (longitudinal) ele-
ments to represent half of the billet face. Fig. 9c shows a typical experimentally observed central bursting
pattern for reference.

4.3. Billet material constitutive behavior

It is interesting to examine the constitutive behavior of two material points—one on the surface of the
billet and another within a central burst region.

4.3.1. Surface: Point A on Fig. 9a

The material on the surface of the billet will undergo much higher levels of deformation than elsewhere.
Damage along the surface depends on the die geometry and coefficient of friction. The material point

---

Fig. 8. Schematic of an axisymmetric extrusion setup.
shown yields in compression, leading to interfacial debonding of the particles with the matrix (Fig. 11c). High values of plastic strain and compressive stress (Fig. 11b) occur along the surface of the billet due to contact with the die. The surface hydrostatic stress becomes tensile upon exit from the die. Significant and rapid void growth occurs (Fig. 11c), leading to a growth in the effective damage value (Fig. 11d), and a corresponding drop in equivalent stress (Fig. 11a).

4.3.2. Central burst: Point B on Fig. 9a

The material point initially yields in compression (Fig. 12a). The hydrostatic stress becomes tensile as the material enters the die (Fig. 12b). This results in void growth (Fig. 12c) and therefore an increase in the effective damage value (Fig. 12d). The increase in void volume fraction is accompanied by an increase in plastic strain due to softening. However the effective plastic strain remains small in comparison to the surface of the billet. The increase in effective damage value is accompanied by a rapid decrease in the equivalent stress and the material point loses its load carrying ability (Fig. 12a).

4.4. Prediction of distinct central bursts

Fig. 13 illustrates the contour of the EDV in the billet. The highest values occur along the center line where central bursting is observed experimentally. In reality, central bursting involves the formation of two traction
free surfaces (the crack faces), which leads to a stress relief zone around the cracks. Beyond the stress relief zone, plastic loading again occurs, leading to a periodic crack formation. The central burst defect makes a 45° angle with the extrusion direction i.e. along the plane of maximum shearing. The size of this zone is on the order of half a crack length. The simulated damage along the center of the billet can be explained as follows.

As the billet approaches and enters the die, inhomogeneous deformation takes place across the billet. Although the stress state is primarily compressive, certain combinations of die semi-cone angle and reduction in area will lead to a tensile region along the center line, within the die. Severe softening caused by void growth in the tensile region manifests itself as a rapid drop in the equivalent stress, which is accompanied by a high effective damage value (EDV). The region of high EDV in the simulation approximates to the traction free surfaces. The simulated material deforms in such a way as to minimize the energy necessary to push the billet through the die. This results in the shear banding observed in Fig. 10. The surrounding material undergoes relaxation, resulting in a stress relief zone. The level of hydrostatic stress within this zone is greatly reduced and is not capable of producing a significant level of void growth. Some distance away from the zone of high EDV, plastic loading again occurs and the conditions for void growth and high EDV are again met. This cycle continues and the material model reproduces the arrowhead shape of the central bursting defect. The spacing between 'cracks' remains on the order of one half of a crack length. The simulations indicate that the spacing is independent of friction and material hardening behavior.

5. Prediction of hardening, friction and geometry effects

It is now possible to examine the effect of strain hardening, friction and die geometry on the billet's failure behavior. A die with a semi-cone angle of 15° and reduction in area of 30% is used. This geometry is
known to produce central bursting. A coarse mesh (40 radial × 120 longitudinal elements) has been used to represent the half billet for computational efficiency.

5.1. Strain hardening effect on damage

It is known that central bursting is more likely to occur in materials which undergo work hardening (Zimerman and Avitzur, 1970). In a non-work hardening metal, the material near the surface undergoes the greatest hardening exhibits the lowest effective damage values along the surface and center line.
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5.1. Strain hardening effect on damage

It is known that central bursting is more likely to occur in materials which undergo work hardening (Zimerman and Avitzur, 1970). In a non-work hardening metal, the material near the surface undergoes
high plastic strain, while the material near the center is more ‘rigid’ and is forced ahead, creating an inhomogeneous deformation field across the die. The deformation and hydrostatic stress field is much more homogeneous in a work hardening material. The flow stress of the matrix material used in the current model is subject to a plastic deformation dependant work hardening effect, determined by a hardening coefficient, $n$. The relationship is

$$\sigma = \sigma_0 \left( 1 + \frac{\dot{\varepsilon}}{\dot{\varepsilon}_0} \right)^n \left( 1 - \beta (T - T_0) \right)$$

(2.11)

It is clear from Fig. 13 that higher strain hardening leads to a decrease in the level and extent of the EDV along the center line and along the surface of the billet. The geometry used falls into the unacceptable zone for a non-strain hardening material ($n = 0.0$) according to Avitzur (1968), Fig. 16a.

5.2. Friction–defect relationship

Fig. 14 shows the predicted EDV contours for an extruded billet using values of 0.0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.25 for the coefficient of friction. The level of damage along the center line significantly reduces as the friction coefficient increases. The maximum value of hydrostatic stress is reduced on the centerline as friction is increased, resulting in a more homogeneous deformation across the billet. This is consistent with the computational findings of Oh et al. (1979) and Lim and Dunne (1997), the experimental findings of Liu and Chung (1990) and the analytical treatment by Zimerman and Avitzur (1970).

Fig. 15a shows the relationship between central bursting and friction, as devised by Avitzur (1968). The interface between acceptable and unacceptable die geometry moves as friction is varied. The geometry used in Fig. 14 falls into the unsafe zone according to Fig. 15a, when a zero friction coefficient is used. From Fig. 14 it is clear that central bursting will not occur when a coefficient greater than 0.2 is used. This is consistent with Fig. 15a.

From Fig. 15b, the surface damage will increase with increasing friction. Aravas (1986) briefly mentions the residual porosities found near the surface of the billet and the tensile stresses which exist there upon exit from the die, but leaves the prediction of surface failure open for future research. Here we see that the EDV measure can be an effective way to predict damage levels throughout the billet.

5.3. Die geometry

Avitzur (1968) has used an upper bound analytical approach to develop the design curve in Fig. 16a and has verified the findings experimentally. We have simulated cold extrusions for a series of semi-cone angles and reductions in area. The resulting contour is shown in Fig. 16b. The Avitzur curve is superimposed on...
the contour. It is found to correspond very closely to a constant average EDV of 0.5. Therefore, an average EDV greater than 0.5 corresponds to the unacceptable region in the Avitzur curve.

6. Application to rolling—prediction of edge cracks

The mechanism responsible for central bursting is also the cause of undesirable edge cracking during cold rolling. Application of the model to cold rolling is briefly illustrated here. The model is capable of
capturing discrete edge cracks. Again, ABAQUS has been used, however now we use a 3-d setup. The effective damage value contour is shown in Fig. 17. Fig. 17 shows a one quarter model of a rectangular section bar. Discrete areas of high EDV form on the outer edges. These correspond to edge cracks.

7. Conclusion

A combined Drucker–Prager/HLC damage dependent yield surface along with a Ludwik type matrix flow stress law has been used to model the constitutive behavior of an aluminium alloy type metal during an axisymmetric cold forward extrusion process. The material parameters for the damage part of the potential are derived using a physically consistent micromechanics cell modeling technique.

The ability of the model to replicate the discrete arrowhead shaped central bursting defect has been demonstrated, indicating that the model has captured the main microscale mechanism which causes central bursting. The formation of distinct, periodic central bursts has been achieved.

This cell model based constitutive law has successfully been used to replicate the friction, hardening and geometry effects on the occurrence of central bursting and has also provided an insight into the occurrence of surface damage.

- It has been shown that increasing friction will increase the surface damage effect, whilst simultaneously there is a reduction in the observed central bursting.
- A strain hardening material will be less likely to suffer from central bursting during extrusion due to a more homogeneous deformation across the billet i.e. a lower value of hydrostatic stress along the center line.
- The model has successfully captured the well known dependency of central bursting on die geometry.

The average effective damage value has been chosen to illustrate the predictive power of the material model. It has been shown that the average EDV will rise when the die semi-cone angle increases, or the reduction in area decreases.

It is not yet possible to comprehensively model the mechanics of the complex microstructure of a typical engineering metal during large deformation. Certain simplifying assumptions in terms of particle size, shape, distribution and behavior have been made. We have concentrated on capturing the behavior of small, weakly bonded particles such as the partially coherent $\theta'$ phase in an Al–Cu alloy. However, good correlation has been found between the simulations and analytical and experimental results, confirming the usefulness of the model as a simple tool for predicting an alloy's behavior during deformation. The model has also proved capable of predicting periodic edge cracks which form during cold rolling. For this model to be more effective as a material design tool, it is hoped that it can be developed to be more inclusive at the microstructural scale. Other important features which may be represented are particle size, spacing and orientation.
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Appendix A

The strain rate can be decomposed into the strain rate due to the presence of a void, and the strain rate in the matrix.
The ratio of these quantities at the instability point can be written as (Hao et al., 2000)

\[ m_{20} = \frac{\dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{void}}}{\dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{matrix}}} \approx \frac{\Delta \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{void}}}{\Delta \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{matrix}}} \quad \text{when} \quad \frac{d\sigma_1}{d\dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{matrix}}} = 0 \]  

(2.4)

The void volume fraction, \( f \), can be defined as

\[ f = \frac{V_{\text{void}}}{V_{\text{matrix}} + V_{\text{void}}} \]  

(A.1)

where \( V_{\text{void}} \) is the volume of a void, and \( V_{\text{matrix}} \) is the volume of the matrix material in a representative cell. The volume of a spherical void is

\[ V_{\text{void}} = \frac{4}{3} \pi r^3 \]  

(A.2)

where \( r \) is the void radius.

In a representative cell, the principal strain rate due to the void, \( \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{void}} \), can be approximated as

\[ \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{void}} \approx \frac{d}{dt} (f) \]  

(A.3)

We can now expand (A.3) in terms of the volume of the void, \( V_{\text{void}} \) and matrix volume, \( V_{\text{matrix}} \). It is pertinent to make the approximation

\[ f = \frac{V_{\text{void}}}{V_{\text{void}} + V_{\text{matrix}}} \approx \frac{V_{\text{void}}}{V_{\text{matrix}}} \]  

(A.4)

This is true for \( V_{\text{matrix}} \gg V_{\text{void}} \). Simplification of the algebra is substantial, allowing for the development of a closed form model. The evolution equations of Section 2.5 are consistent with (A.1). Had \( f \) been defined as \( f = \frac{V_{\text{void}}}{V_{\text{matrix}}} \), approximation (A.3) would still hold because \( V_{\text{matrix}} \gg V_{\text{void}} \) and the evolution equations would need to be redefined in terms of the new void volume fraction definition. Due to the relatively small void volume fractions considered, the change in simulated constitutive behavior is negligible.

Substituting for \( V_{\text{void}} \) from (A.2) into Eq. (A.3) yields an expression for the strain rate caused by void damage, \( \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{void}} \), in terms of the current void volume fraction, \( f \), void radius, \( r \) and rate of change of void radius, \( \dot{r} \):

\[ \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{void}} \approx \frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{4/3 \pi r^3}{V_{\text{cell}}} \right) = 3 \left( \frac{4/3 \pi r^3}{V_{\text{cell}}} \right) \frac{\dot{r}}{r} = 3f \frac{\dot{r}}{r} \]  

(A.5)

Rice and Tracy (1969) proposed a void growth law of the form:

\[ \frac{\dot{r}}{r} = k \dot{\varepsilon}_1^{\text{total}} \exp \left( \frac{3\sigma_m}{2\sigma_y} \right) \]  

(A.6)

where \( k = 0.283 \), \( r \) is the void radius and \( \sigma_m \) is the hydrostatic stress. \( \dot{\varepsilon}_1^{\text{total}} \) is the total principle strain rate. Substituting into (A.5) for \( \dot{\varepsilon}_1 \) we get

\[ \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{void}} = 3f \frac{\dot{r}}{r} = f m_1 \dot{\varepsilon}_1^{\text{total}} \exp \left( \frac{3\sigma_m}{2\sigma_y} \right) \]  

(A.7)

Here \( m_1 = 3k \). Recalling from (2.3) that the total strain rate can be decomposed as \( \dot{\varepsilon}_1 = \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{void}} + \dot{\varepsilon}_1^{\text{matrix}} \) and substituting (2.4) into (2.3), at the instability (plastic collapse) point we get
\[ \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{total}}^{I} = \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{void}}^{I} + \frac{1}{m_{20}} \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{void}}^{I} \]  

(A.8)

Substituting for the strain rate due to void damage, \( \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{void}}^{I} \) from (A.7), this becomes:

\[ \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{total}}^{I} = \left( 1 + \frac{1}{m_{20}} \right) fm_{1} \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{total}}^{I} \exp \left( \frac{3\sigma_{m}}{2\sigma_{y}} \right) \]  

(A.9)

Dividing (A.9) through by \( \dot{\varepsilon}_{\text{total}}^{I} \) we get (Hao et al., 2000)

\[ 1 = \left( 1 + \frac{1}{m_{20}} \right) fm_{1} \exp \left( \frac{3\sigma_{m}}{2\sigma_{y}} \right) \]  

(A.10)
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